
SEEIIST Accelerator Working Group  
Minutes of Meeting #2  
15 March 2019 
 
Present: Maurizio Vretenar, Mariusz Sapinski, Elena 
Benedetto, Yiota Foka  
Vydio: Nicholas Sammut  
 
Agenda: 

- Introduction and Organisation 
- Priorities and Preparatory Studies of the SEEIIST Accelerator Working Group 

(presentation by M. Vretenar) 
- Overlying Principles (document by N. Sammut) 
- Discussion 

 
Attached documents: 

1. SEEIIST_acc_meeting2_presenattion.pptx 
2. Overlying Principles.docx 

 
Minutes of the 3 March 2019 meeting: released after comments from all participants. 
 
Action List: 

- Share documents point to set up (VB) 
- SC operation modes (MS+EB) 
- Preliminary cost comparison table (EB) 
- Approach HTS community, costs estimates 
- CCT patents, verify on web 
- Contact Siemens colleagues 
- Meeting with Sanja on Kick-off meeting 
- NS regularly joining Friday meetings via vydio  

(possibility for Marco Pullia to join) 

1. Organisation 
 

Team Structure 
  
 The “Service Contract” document, outlining the working groups, contributors 
and financial details, was submitted to DLR (which is managing the overall process). 
However, the exact details of MS have still to be clarified, to be further discussed with 
Sanja Damjanovic and GSI. 
 
 A summer student from Montenegro (Dragic Krstajic) is proposed to work as of 
1st July with EB on simulations (to optimize vacation plans and supervision with YF). 
A project description to be provided by EB on Indico 
 https://indico.cern.ch/event/769390/overview 

 
  
 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/769390/overview


MV commented on a first contact with J. Van Nugteren, a CERN fellow expert 
in HTS magnet technology, potentially interested to collaborate and contribute to such 
studies. MV also commented on the interest and possibility to have Marco Pullia from 
CNAO contributing occasionally. There will be a CERN/CNAO meeting on 27th of 
March and more details will be discussed. 
 

MV introduced Nicholas Sammut who accepted the overall coordination of the 
Proposal for Design Study (to be submitted on 12 November 2019). It was decided to 
get additional support from a consultant specializing on proposals for Research 
Infrastructures. The different steps and expected financing from EU is as follows:  

(1) Service Contract, submitted to DLR, 1 M E for 18 months 
(2) Proposal for Design Study, deadline 12 November 2019  
(3) Design Study: if (2) is approved 3 M E are expected over 3 years 

 
NS underlined that it is important now to identify potential partners, divide work 

and work packages, make progress towards a more concrete planning and document. 
NS provided the document with the underlying principles, guidelines to take into 
account while developing strategies and priorities working on different technologies. 

 
MV presented the priorities for the Design Study and recommended to start 

writing internal notes on specific topics that will become contributions in the final 
document.  
 

2. Technical aspects  
 

Input on HTS technology 
 

Among the three options for SC magnet technology (NbTi, CCT, HTS) HTS is a 
promising development primarily based in Europe, which profited from fundamental 
developments made in EuCARD2 and ARIES. Van Nugteren believes that it is 
possible to build and test a prototype magnet in the 3 years of the Design Study (to be 
cross-checked with CERN colleagues). With HTS 5 Tesla should be no problem, and 
7 Tesla might be possible. He will come to the ARIES Meeting in Budapest for the 
HTS meeting on Thursday-Friday and will possibly be present for the session on 
medical accelerators on Wednesday afternoon. After this first contact, we will invite 
him to one of our Friday meetings. 
 

Freedom to Operate  
  
The need to get input on patents for CCT magnet technology was stressed as this 
might be a showstopper. A first input can be a quick search on internet, and for a later 
stage CERN KT can launch a “Freedom to Operate” search. It is to be seen how to 
pay the costs involved. 
 
 
 

Arguments for Super-Conducting or Normal-Conducting Technology 
 



Clear arguments on the comparisons of SC and NC magnet technologies, to be 
collected. Why one would go for SC, what is the gain? 

- with SC loss of speed, smaller machine but might be more expensive (to be 
checked, savings on the building, less magnets but more expensive), likely to 
be more reliable (once in operation, it works). 

- need to think of issues and showstoppers: slow extraction, beam losses, need 
to design good shielding.  

- for NC, we can refer to PIMMS. 
 
Considerations to be taken into account: 

- the requirements are “jump in technology” not just improvements 
- the fact that Siemens withdrew from medical synchrotrons is a message that 

the technology was not optimal for industry. 
 

Risk Analysis: ion and proton therapy  
 
Considerations on ion and proton therapy: 

- negative impression on ion therapy when Siemens withdrew 
- China goes for proton therapy 
- why proton therapy is not more spread out and ion therapy did not take off 

 
Need to understand and elaborate on issues, make risk analysis. 
Understand technical problems, market problems, importance of industrialization. 
To develop strategy for better market penetration. 

 
Also to analyze existing prejudices and where they come from. Currently the 
impressions (reported by the consultant hired to help with the Design Study 
preparation) are that a lot of money has been spent with not much return. Need to 
understand the reasons and provide arguments why now we could do better.  

3. Priorities 
 

1. Justify Technical Choices 
 
We need to compare all options for ion therapy accelerators (6 options listed by MV: 
NC synchrotron, SC synchrotron, RC synchrotron, linac, FFAG, cyclotron). We should 
prepare a report including:  

- Some text to analyse and compare the options 
- table of main parameters for the 3 options 
- arguments in favour of our dcenario: SC synchrotron with NC and linac as 

options.  
 
The report can be a compilation of existing information: 

- how beam is delivered, intensity… 
- size of machine, cost, complexity 

 
Important topic: beam to patient 
Action item: EB will start this work and report first of all at our next Friday meeting, and 
then at the ARIES meeting in April. 



 
Need for different species: see experience from FAIR (delivering multiple ions to 
different experiments). Such needs and arguments may disfavor the Linac option.  
 
Other considerations: delivery of good beams, spill. Higher energy in reduced time. 
On energy variations see experience of Japanese. Machines that deliver different 
energies per spill. Wish list for next-to-next generation machines. 
 

2. Justification for SC synchrotron 
 
Extraction, operation, showstoppers: Count on MS experience from GSI on sharing 
beam between experiments. 
 
Action item: preparation of material and arguments (MS+EB) 

 

3. Magnet technology 
 

To consult with magnet community (during and after the Budapest meeting)  
 

4. Cost comparison  
 

A document containing a preliminary cost comparison needs to be prepared. In 
general terms, we have to consider the following points: 

- Everything new is by default more expensive, or equally expensive with existing 
technologies in the best case. 

- Cost estimates in the first stage, and next stages (possibilities for series 
productions with reduced costs). 

 
No cost estimate is required for the Proposal, it should be the outcome of the actual 
Design Study document. However, a preliminary cost analysis has been promised for 
the Service Contract, with deadline September 2020. But we must understand where 
are the cost drivers to prioritize different options. 
 
Sources of information: 

- NC: initial SEEIIST proposal, contacts with CNAO colleagues. 
- CCT magnets: from Berkeley 
- Linac: input from A. Lombardi and U. Amaldi (MV+MS to understand which 

components drive the cost)   
 
We need to work in an industrial way: keep in mind the cost-book, and devise 
strategies for better market penetration. 
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